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INTRODUCTORY  SUMMARY
2020 has been a crazy year for everyone. All over the world, COVID 19 had a major

impact. On Lesvos it started already before that. In the beginning of the year the

tensions rose because the government wished to build a new camp. This created a rise

of extremism with small attacks as a result, targetting NGOs workers, journalists and

refugees. In March we entered the first lock down time, which lasted until, in

September, Moria camp was destroyed by a gigantic fire and this completely changed

the life of asylum seekers as well as our working environment. In the second week of

November we entered a second strict lockdown, and this is the current situation. 

Still, we never stopped a single moment this year and did everything in our power to

make sports happen!

We expanded to Athens where Project Hiwa made an open call for a bigger

organisation to take over. Since September 2020 we are in the lead of the project and

we developed a beautiful and welcoming gym with the work of a fantastic refugee

coordination team: Ali, Aref and Sohaila. 

2021 is arising with a lot of uncertainty in terms of how the COVID 19 will impact our

lives, but also with the question if a new camp will be built on Lesvos, 

As an organization we are deaming to grow! With COVID-19 present in the world, and

all these things happening, we know more than every that we will be necessary on

Lesvos, in Athens, and in other locations: we need sports for mental and physical

strengths and as a tool for integration. 

We can be thankful for the things we have done in the past year and proud of the

community we have built. It is extremely important to provide the people with a safe

space, where passion, motivation and joy are the central values. Our organization

strongly believes in the power of sports to improve people’s overall well being and that

motivates us everyday.  

Our team is growing and the number of students in our activities as well. We try to

involve as much as possible the community itself and empower them to be the

leaders in our organization.  In this document we have listed our priorities for 2021. The

team will work very hard this year to realize these priorities, to make the organization

grow and flourish. 

We achieved things with the help of many friends, relatives, contacts, all kind hearted

people who see our goals as a way to make the world a better place.

Thank you very much,
Estelle Jean,
Founder of Yoga and Sport For Refugees



The organizational structure has changed many times in the year 2020. We had only one

location, went from 2 coordinators to 4 coordinators, back to 3 coordinators, to 6

coordinators including the Athens project. After extensive discussions we decided to

change the organizational structure completely and to adapt it more to the actual

situation. This means that for now we work with an executive director and co-director on

the general level, 2 coordinators for the Lesvos project and 3 coordinators for the Athens

project. Our goal is to go to 2 coordinators per project and keep the general

management as it is. Since the beginning of 2020 we also have a Board of Directors,

existing of 4 people. Our wish is to find 2 additional board members in 2021, one person

with a refugee background and 1 Greek person. On the other side we have the support

team, which we can ask for specific help. The people in the support team have a clear

task and time dedication for Yoga and Sport for Refugees. They are not on the ground,

but support the general management from their home countries. 

Athens
- project coordination

- volunteer coordination

General
- executive director 

(general management)

- co-director 

( fundraising, finances)

Lesvos
- project coordination

- volunteer coordination

Board of

Directors
- overall advice

Support 

team
- specific help

With the expansion to Athens and the plans for the future we decided that it is time

for a minor change in the name. Our organization is different from any other

organization because we are not creating an assitantship for refugees, we form a

community by making this project successful together. Our organization thrives

because the community makes the programs, they decide which sports are taught

and they are in the lead in the sport spaces. For this reason we are changing the name

to Yoga and Sport with Refugees. Secondly, our gyms will also both get their own

name, so that if we expand in the future, there will be individual names for all the

locations. In Athens we keep the original name of Dana's project that started in July

2019: HIWA GYM. It is very important that all the locations will be recognizable under

the umbrella of YSWR and we will use the same logo for all locations. 

ORGANIZATIONAL  STRUCTURE

CHANGE  OF  THE  NAME  



PRIORITIES  FOR  2021

Have the administration in order

Create the support team

Diversify the Board of Directors

Create more sustainable income

Make a new registration system

Work with community volunteers

Invite the local community for

climbing

Make an elaborate mapping and

stakeholder analysis to create

collaborations with other

organizations in Athens

Find at least 3 other local sports

organizations to exchange teachers

and students with

Offer more classes exclusively for

women 

PRIORITIES
GENERAL PRIORITIES

PRIORITIES LESVOS

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

01/03/2021

15/03/2021

01/06/2021

Work in progress

ALL VERY DEPENDENT ON WHEN

THE LOCKDOWN WILL END ! 

01/03/2021

01/06/2021

Depending on when the lockdown

will end

DEADLINE

PRIORITIES LESVOS

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

QUICK  SUMMARY



PLANS  FOR  2021

One of the priorities for 2021 is to create more stability in the people involved in

the organization and  create a clear support network . At the moment we are

asking people for help on an incidental basis , therefore it is difficult to steadily

engage people and keep them in the loop . For this reason we want to create a

stable support team , with defined tasks and responsibilities . Besides it is

important to have coordinators on the ground that stay for a long time and who

are complete part of our community . In order to establish this we need to create

clear coordination positions with a clear task description and enough financial

support to sustain them . The coordination positions can be filled by asylum

seekers as well as international volunteers . Creating a good mix of people with

different skills and capacities is the most important . Lastly , our Board of Directors

currently exist of 4 people , all with different skills and backgrounds , but we have

formulated together that we miss 2 essential insights : the Greek perspective and

the refugee perspective . For 2021 it is our goal to add 2 people to the Board of

Directors who can bring in these perspectives . 

ORGANIZATION1 .

GENERAL  ORGANIZATIONAL  STRATEGY

Even though the circumstances were difficult in 2020 , we are proud of what we

accomplished . 2021 will be the year in which we will take the organization to the

next level ; involve more people in the organization , increase our financial stability ,

and create a bigger network . 

ACTION : Create support team with specific tasks and time dedication on the basis

of a clearly formulated position and profile . 

ACTION : Create clear coordination positions in the organization with more

financial support

ACTION : Diversify the Board of Directors and find a Greek person and somebody 

with a refugee background that know our organization very well



2 .  COMMUNITY  

Our community is our priority and we want to know what they think about the

project. This is why we want to set up and organise a system where the teachers, the

students and the volunteers can all give their opinion about the activities.

Secondly we want our team to be and to feel more professional. We want to create

opportunities for our coordinators and teachers to develop themselves and acquire

the necessary skills to perform in the organization and improve their employability.  

This implies actively searching to develop projects with different NGOs or Sport

Federations to certify our teachers so that they can add recognized diplomas to their

CVs.

3 .  ADMINISTRATION

The administration of the organization has been professionalized a lot since the

beginning of 2020, but we are not there yet. For 2 reasons it is important that for 2021,

we give a lot of priority to organizing our administration into detail. First of all, the new

law in Greece requires us to have a lot of specific administration in order to be able to

be registred as an NGO working in Greece. For many organizations this is a challenge,

and for us as well, and we are not sure whether it will be feasible for us to register.

However, it is our goal for 2021 to have the administration organized so we can start

the official registration process. Secondly, it is important for our financial stability to

have all the administration in order. In 2021 we need to apply for bigger funds, since

the organization is growing and for this we need all our administrative documents.

With a growing organization comes a growing budget, and to be able to manage this

we will also have to invest in a new accounting system. 

ACTION : Estabilish a complaint & feedback system for the community where

they can give their feedback on the activities on a regular basis . 

ACTION : Professionalization of the community by offering opportunities for

trainings and  certification to the teachers and coordinators 

ACTION : Introduce a new accounting system

ACTION : Have all the administration finalized 



4 .  IMPACT

For 2021 it is an important goal to connect with more sports clubs so our athletes can

continue their activities when they leave to another place. This helps them to build a

new community, integrate in the society and to keep being motivated! 

Our network is growing and needs figures that are recognised as profesionals and

influcencials athletes. We want to recruit ambassadors who can help us to raise

awareness and support our cause!

Last but not least, we want to show to European policy makers that sport is a great

tool for integration. This can be done together with different organisations, politics or

think-tanks/foundations, in order to bring more awareness to a bigger scale. 

5 .  EXPANSION

In 2020 we expanded to Athens and we want to go futher than that! We clearly

see that the focus of the project in Athens is different than on Lesvos. In Athens

the situation of the people is much more stable and the aim of the project is

more towards integration and education than towards temporary relief. Both the

aspects are extremely important and valuable, and for this reason we will

research both the possibilities to expand to other cities in Europe where our

community members go after they were on Lesvos, as well as the possibilities to

expand to other places where refugees arrive or where they are on their way to

another more safe and stable place. We are for example thinking about the

Canary islands, or Samos, as well as Paris, Berlin, or Amsterdam. 

ACTION : Create a support network with gyms in Europe and create a platform 

for this

ACTION : Involve Yoga and Sport ambassadors 

ACTION : Find ways and partners to raise awareness for sports as a tool for 

integration

ACTION : open at least one more location 



We want to give our community the opportunity to keep training in the camps

even if they are not able to come to our gym - therefore we have been handing

out all the equipment to the teachers. 

All the valuable remaining sport clothes and shoes were taken to save places to

avoid possible break-ins in the gym, which we unfortunately faced multiple times

during the first lockdown.

The greek government announced a general lockdown in november forcing us to

stop our activities in all our facilities. But even so, we made sure that our current

community of teachers and students could keep up their sport activities. 

This is how we support them: 

The project is currently based next to the new camp, in Kara Tepe. We have a gym in a

rented facility and we have a yoga tent in our partner organization, One Happy Family

community center. The gym and our activities have of course been affected by COVID-

19. We have been forced to close down the gym for longer periods of time, as

instructed by the greek government. 

Both the gym and the yoga tent need some improvements for 2021 - we are currently

facing problems with the roof in both locations, and we want to repair this in 2021.  

Since the greek government has announced that they are building a closed camp far

from Kara Tepe in late 2021, we will be sure to follow the development on this, and we

will try to find a way to keep providing sports for the refugees/asylum seekers in

Lesvos. We want to focus on integration and we want to create a community that will

reach further than Lesvos.

ACTION :FIRST  THINGS  FIRST1 .

ACTION : Prepare the gym for reopening : Clean and bring back the clothes that

are being stored in various locations . 

ACTION : Do the necessary maintenance work

ACTION : Make an inventory of equipment that we already have , what we

borrowed to the teams , and what we need for the future . 

ACTION : Bring the equipment back to the gym from the camp

LESVOS

PROJECTS
We are currently offering approximately 20 different sports activities to 500

people per day in 2 different locations . We are very proud of this , but we

can 't wait for our gyms to re-open after the lockdown . For 2021 we hope to

grow the diversity of sports we offer and increase the number of students !



ACTION :

4 .  VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers are super important for the project. This year showed us that our project

functions best if there is a mix of community volunteers and international volunteers,

both from an organizational as wel as from an integrational point of view. Unfortunately

because of COVID-19 we have not fully been able to implement the community

volunteer concept. As soon as the gym opens we want to work on this more. 

3 .  TEACHERS

The teachers are the core of our organization and we really want to support them the

best we can during their time in Lesvos, and in YSWR. We are striving for general

integration in the european society, and we want our teachers to feel part of

something bigger, therefore we insist on giving them more responsibilities in the gym,

and through this empower them! YSFR is currently able to offer a monthly financial

support with the value of 50€. In 2021 we will be able to accommodate 6 teachers in

a house in Mytilini, the house will be offered to the teachers with the most seniority in

YSFR.

ACTION : Prepare the house for the new teachers 

ACTION : Make the priority list for the teacher house

ACTION : Organize the teacher support with the teachers : preferences , strategies

etc . 

ACTION : Further develop the concept of community volunteers . 

ACTION : Find female community volunteers

ACTION : Make a clear task description for volunteers and define how many 

volunteers we need and for what .  

Once the gym is open again the goal is to run the activities with a weekly schedule

again offering as many activities as possible to the community; both teachers and

students. We want to organize the gym and the activities in a way, so that we are

supporting as many people as possible, bringing people together from different

backgrounds, ethnicities, gender etc This also means we want to bring more Greek

people to our activities. The bouldering wall is a great way to do this, since this is the

only bouldering wall on Lesvos. We will promote the bouldering classes and the wall

for Greek people and actively invite them to join. Besides, we want to organize

activities where people can meet, and show what they have been training for. This can

be in the form of competitions, tournaments or shows. 

ACTION : Make a new and well organized registration system for the gym and

yoga tent 

ACTION : Better communication to community members about the weekly

schedule

ACTION : Cooperation with other NGOs to improve the services ; kindergarten ,

laundry service , food supply and showers etc .

ACTION : promote the bouldering wall to use under Greek people . 

ACTION : organize competitions and other sports events . 

2 .  ACTIVITIES



FIRST  THINGS  FIRST1 .

Before the gym can open after the lockdown the necessary renovations have to be

made and equipment needs to be bought. Ali is working hard to fix everything before

the lockdown finishes. Besides we need to find sponsors for equipment and sports

clothes. Another priority for now is to communicate more and regulate better what is

done at the moment, we have to make a schedule for during quarantine and promote

the activities in the park more. 

2 .  NETWORK  AND  OUTREACH

It is a top priority for the project in Athens to expand our network, to get more

sponsors and partners and to start collaborations with other projects and gyms. Our

aim is to collaborate for education, activities, sports activities for minors, collaborate

with other sport ngos to offer for example field sports and to collaborate with NGOs

by offering sport classes in another NGO spaces. This year we will try to connect with

many possible partners and to see what would be the best way to connect. In order to

do this successfully our first step is to make an elaborate mapping of the different

organizations and possibilities and to analyze our further steps in this regard.

We are very motivated to build something beautiful in Athens and to expand the

project in 2021. The main challenges for 2021 will be to build a sustainable project,

with enough partners and support and to make the gym known in Athens, under

the refugee community as well as the local community.  

ATHENS

ACTION : Find sponsors for sports clothes and equipment

ACTION : Renovations in the gym

ACTION : Make a lockdown schedule 

ACTION : Do an elaborate stakeholder analysis and mapping

ACTION : Start possible collaborations with other NGOs and organizations

ACTION : Find new sponsors and partners for the project



3 .  INTEGRATION  AND  INCLUSION

Currently the target group of the gym in Athens is not as diverse as we would like it to

be. We will undertake several actions to include more different groups in the project: the

local Greek community, people with different ethnic backgrounds, and more women.

For this we have formulated some clear steps and goals. 

One of our goals is to create a cooperation with multiple local Greek sports clubs and

gym to exchange teachers and possibly some students. With this we want our teachers

to be able to improve their teaching skills and it is a way for people to interact and

integrate better. 

ACTION : Offer more classes for women only

ACTION : Write our flyers in  multiple languages and spread in strategic places

ACTION : ONLY IF NECESSARY implement a specific registration system in which

space will be created for certain people . 

ACTION : Contact local Greek gyms to establish a cooperation for exchange of

teachers and possibly students . 

4 .  A  BIGGER  SPACE?

It might sound prelimary since we just started the project in Athens, but we already see

how high the demand is for sports activities, and the only has very limited capacity. We

will keep our eyes open to find a bigger location and to expand if financially possible. 

ACTION : Have our eyes open for a bigger space 



Zaporeak

OUR  PARTNERS

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity Team Humanity

One Happy Family        Three peas

        Civifleet Spirit of Football GAME 

CoC Konfront

Less talk Athletics

Refugym

THANK  YOU !  


